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What’s at 
stake

How are social orders 
reconfigured by emerging 
technologies?
What kind of rules are being created 
through standard making? 
…and what are the motivational and 
organizational features of this knowledge 
production?



Analytic 
problems

Actor 
problems



Analytic 
problems

Problems of structure and agency
• Structural problems that local 

reconfigurations of agency / 
networks / st-systems can’t 
mitigate.
• Collective action as a way 

forward?
• Peer-production of standards

• Alterative way to structuring the 
world vs. regulation/legsislation
• Often co-terminus and self-

referencing processes.



Actor 
problems

• Set of problems around AI
• Rise of ethical frameworks
• Issue: from principles to 

practice

• Backgrounded
• Issue of ethics washing
• Whose expertise counts



From principles to practice:
standards
Standards are the rules, guidelines and procedures by which social and 
technological worlds are brought together to make things work



Case study: The P7000 Series



• “the IEEE P7000 series empowers innovation 
across borders and yields societal benefits”
Havens and Hessami (2019, p. 70) 

• "IEEE P7003 is aimed to be used by people/orgs 
who are developing and/or deploying automated 
decision (support) systems (which may or may not 
involve AI/machine learning) that are part of 
products/services that affect people. 
Typical examples include anything related to 
personalization or individual assessment, including 
systems that perform filtering functions by 
selecting to prioritize the ease with which people 
will find some items over others

• Policy drivers e.g. GDPR

• EPSRC Unbias project / ‘ref-able’ impact

P7003 Algorithmic Bias: motivations



P7003 Algorithmic Bias: organisation

• First eight months, growing WG membership.
• Foundational sections set

• Taxonomy of bias
• Legal frameworks related to bias

• Person categorization
• Psychology of bias

• Projects run via Google docs, monthly meetings. Slack flail.
• Working group: “anyone” can participate 

• Typically buyers, sellers, users, regulators

• Balloting: group must consist of a balance of a variety of 
interests, with no domination by any one group or company.

• Majoritarian consensus procedures: 75% from 75%
• “Living documents", iteratively modified post publication



Post-
automation
potentials

Robotics innovation pathways 
that are not automatically 
determined
…arrived at by means of broad 
participation in governance 
decisions and innovation 
processes



Post-automation potentials

Reappraising human agency Standards offer a location at which to re-orientate human agency. 

New appropriation locations One of the drivers of these standards is the role that A/IS are now playing in locations 
beyond industrial setting. Actors include children, elderly and ill people. 
BUT unclear how these standards might enhance agency for people to deal with A/IS 
on their own terms. 

New forms of sociotechnical 
relations

Not clear in what sense groups pursuing creative livelihoods and sustainability with 
these technologies are impacted.
Possible site of peer-produced governance outside the control of state or firm

Subverting industrial technology Explicitly ethical standards offer another site, in addition to strikes and other direct 
action where tech-workers can reclaim agency in pursuit of steering innovation

Beyond current social theory New forms of collective intelligence

Broadening out and opening up 
ethical inputs and opportunities 
for post-automation

Yes, some broadening out of inputs to ethical framework writing. 



Reflections

• Does post-automation usefully frame these 
problems?
• Is deliberation, diversity and democracy useful here?
• Does post-automation privilege …
• liberation within (e.g. global/local platforms)? 
• liberation from (alternative social orders)



Alternative approaches

• Multi scale ethics (note language)
• Logics of care vs logics of control
• Where does post automation come in?



Speculative reflections
• Augmenting and 

acknowledging logics of 
control / logics of care
• Making choice visible

Control

Care
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